AP PRODUCTS: TANK BLANKET

AP PRODUCTS: TANK PRO SENSOR

LP appliances require proper LP pressure in order to
operate their best. Gas is converted to liquid more
efficiently in warmer temperatures. When temps dip into
the 40s - full timers experience performance issues due to
low pressure - even with half full cylinders – just when the
need to run a furnace is paramount. The LP Tank Blanket
warms LP Cylinders for best evaporation and performance
of LP Appliances. Great for RVing or Fish Houses.

Measure LP fuel levels accurately and easily through
your free App. This Sensor includes further enhancements
to the existing ultrasound technology – plus comes with
the unique “snap bracket” that allows for adaptation to
non-steel cylinders – such as fiberglass and aluminum.
Enhancements allow for this Sensor to be used on cylinders
from 20 lb capacity to over 1,000 gallons capacity all
through the existing App consumers have come to appreciate.

AP PRODUCTS: SQUEEZE LATCH

AP PRODUCTS: KEY’D A LIKE KIT - PREMIUM

Advances in Entrance Door Latch designs have enabled
Bauer Products to offer the new “Squeeze Latch”. Designed
specially to replace an existing entrance latch – it offers the
user a more ergonomic means for opening their entrance
door. It’s stylish look is pleasing to the eye but, functionality
is the “key” to this lock… a welcome relief to arthritic hands
and fancy nails. Just “squeeze me” and the door opens.

One of a series of Kits offered to the Aftermarket which
contains common OEM replacement locks that are all
Key’d the same. Offered in a complete DIY consumer
friendly package - it enables the consumer the ability to
upgrade their Coach with new locks that all make use of
the same key code. Kit contains common locks need for a
typical Travel Trailer application. Additional locks may be
purchased separately - depending on individual needs.

BLUE OX: TRACKPRO

DOMETIC: WH-6GA 6 GALLON WATER HEATER

TrackPro, Blue Ox’s newest weight distribution hitch,
employs two proven technologies for all driving conditions:
Sway Prevention is provided by the Blue Ox SwayPro
Hitch Head and Sway Control using rigid L-brackets that
deliver two points of friction sway control. TrackPro’s
provides a premium ride through the tapered spring steel
bars that augment the suspension of the trailer and the
tow vehicle. TrackPro is available for trailer tongue weights
of 500 to 1300 lbs.

The Dometic WH-6GA water heater is a market-leading
water heater for mobile applications. Its robust burner
system generates hot water quicker and for longer to
ensure a comfortable and convenient showering experience
while you’re away from home.

DOMETIC: DMC4101 12V REFRIGERATOR

FURRION: ARCTIC™ 12V REFRIGERATOR

The DMC4101 Refrigerator makes any RV feel like home
with its sleek residential style and digital controls for the
best possible user experience. The variable speed
compressor technology ensures the efficiency and
durability needed on the road.

The 10 cu. ft. Furrion Arctic™ 12V Built-In Refrigerator boasts
an extra-large capacity delivering 25% more storage
space when compared to similar models with the same
outer dimensions. It effortlessly fits into your existing setup
without the need for cabinetry modification. With its powerful
compressor motor and closed-loop airflow that eliminates
heat from the cabinet enclosure, the Furrion Arctic™ offers
superior cooling performance while running more efficiently
than any other 12V or absorption refrigerator.

HUGHES AUTOFORMERS:
DUAL COLOR LED DIGITAL VOLTMETER

LIPPERT COMPONENTS, INC:
FLOE 12V INTEGRATED DRAIN DOWN SYSTEM

This is the all new Dual Color LED Digital Voltmeter. It is an
essential item to have for RVers to monitor their incoming
voltage. Now with innovative easy read, green LED color
means voltage is acceptable, red LED color means your
voltage can be damaging. Still highly accurate and works
as a convenient night light.

Flush your RV’s water lines anywhere and anytime with
Floë. Using either a 12 volt DC or 115 volt AC power
connection — this system lets campers drain their
water pipes fast, easy, and most of all, conveniently. EASY
INSTALLATION — Floë fits right into your RV, boat, or other
mobile vehicle, and there’s no need to dismantle your
water system to install. With minimal parts required, Floë
can be set up and ready to use in no time.

LIPPERT COMPONENTS, INC:
SOLERA SLIDE TOPPER ACCESS KIT

PROGRESSIVE INDUSTRIES:
PORTABLE SURGE PROTECTORS

LCI will be preinstalling Solera Slide Topper Access Plates
to several of the most popular RV brands on the market.
These coaches will arrive on dealer lots ready to accept
the Solera Slide Topper Access Kit (sold separately).
Installation of Solera Slide Toppers has never been so
easy. Most importantly, the Prepped Access Plates will get
customers asking about Slide Toppers, which will inevitably
add more to the bottom line of any dealership’s parts and
accessories business!

Portable Surge Protector Kits are an ideal solution for
protecting the sensitive electronics on your RV from electrical
surges and faulty wiring conditions. The kit contains two
separate components: a receptacle tester to detect wiring
faults at the pedestal, and a surge module to attach to the
detachable power cord. These two levels of protection
help ensure that the RV is protected from several adverse
conditions including open ground, open neutral, open hot,
hot/neutral reversed, and hot/ground reversed. They are
available in bot 30 amp and 50 amp versions.

SAFETY STEP LLC: PICKET PLAY

TRAILER VALET:
5K DRILL POWERED TONGUE JACK

Our fencing system is constructed from light-weight vinyl
which can be assembled in minutes! The 16 piece set
provides 135 square feet of fencing and encloses your
RV steps. Along with our front gate, the 3 foot wide by
32 inch tall fence panels will ensure your pets stay safe.
Picket Play Fence also conveniently stores in a 3 foot by 3
foot area. No digging required! The patented step panels
easily slide into place behind the steps. Picket Play fence
works on all terrain; including sand & uneven lots!

WINEGARD COMPANY: GATEWAY ROUTER
The Winegard Gateway Router is an add-on accessory for
the Winegard Air360+ HDTV antenna to enable long-range
WiFi and 4G LTE connectivity. The Gateway supports 4G
LTE service for Winegard FreedomGO data plans, and is
the only RV-specific 4G LTE router certified for both AT&T
and Verizon service. Coupled with the Air360+, the system
provides all information and entertainment needs in one
sleek and efficient package, supporting all WiFi-capable
devices, including phones, tablets, laptops, Smart TVs and
more.

The Trailer Valet JX 5K Center is a manual hand-crank
jack that has the versatility and capability to be powered
by any 18-24V compact drill with the Trailer Valet Drill
Attachment. It has a lift capacity of 5,000 lbs and its
patented gear material composition delivers maximum
efficiency while reducing heat retention. The JX 5K Center
comes with weather-resistant shield protection, and is
topped with our signature wrinkle black powder coating so that you can go further, longer. It’s time to MOVE
FORWARD and replace the standard manual jack on your
trailer! Power it up and save time, effort, and hassle and
get to what you love most. Comes standard with foot plate
and a Trailer Valet Drill Attachment. (JX5-C - 3:4 Gear
Ratio, 5,000 lbs. capacity)

